Wilderness Field Instructor
blueFire Wilderness Therapy is a premier wilderness therapy program is located in
Southern Idaho. blueFire uses four key elements in our approach to inspire and
guide individuals to a place of self-discovery and personal resolve: Clinical,
Academic, Family, and Adventure. Our wilderness adventure therapy for at-risk
youth helps teens overcome their challenges to become the best versions of
themselves. Our Wilderness Field Instructors become mentors to our clients,
helping them overcome their challenges while engaging in a wide array of activities.
– Adventure activities such as indoor and outdoor rock climbing, horseback riding,
canoeing, hiking, mountain biking, whitewater rafting, cross country skiing,
snowshoeing, and service projects.
– Equine Therapy provides a unique and different way for our clients to learn about
themselves and continue their therapeutic journey.
– Hiking expeditions and multi-day treks are key adventure components in our
group setting.
–Our experience-based education program is a key part of what makes blue Fire
the best choice for families with kids struggling in school.
– Yoga and mindfulness are also key components to our therapeutic program.
Wilderness Field Instructors are trained to ensure safety, build rapport, facilitate,
enable change, create teachable moments and to be a mentor. Wilderness Field
Instructors manage challenging behaviors, work closely with our clinical team to
help individuals reach their goals, and ultimately are there to ensure the physical,
mental and emotional safety of our clients at all times.
You can learn more about our program at bluefirewilderness.com
Schedule
Wilderness Field Instructors work a full-time year-round shift rotation of 2 weeks on
and 2 weeks off. Sleeping accommodations and food are provided while on shift.
Requirements:
-Wilderness Field Instructors must be 21 years old or above.
-Must have a clear background and be able to pass a drug screen.
-Ability to fulfill physical demands of hiking and backcountry camping in a
wilderness setting.
Location:
blue Fire is located in South Central Idaho just outside of Gooding, Idaho
Easily accessible from Boise, Idaho
Compensation, Benefits, and Perks:
-Hourly compensation equating to $28,000.00 – $50,000.00 per year with the
opportunity to increase in responsibility and rate based on performance.
-Health, Vision, and Dental insurance is available after 30 days.

-401k (after 6 months)
-WFR/Approved Training Support and reimbursement for Head level and above.
-CPR/1st Aid Certified. (provided)
-NVCI training within the last 12 months (provided)
-PTO for Head WFI and above
-Pro Deals and wholesale discounts on gear
-EAP program which includes up to 3 visits with a mental health provider.

